SWE: Invent Your Future Speaking Program

Inspire Young Women Inventors to Consider Engineering and STEM!

In partnership with local Invention Convention events, SWE Sections can engage with their local Invention Convention to create mutual speaking and presentation opportunities to inspire young women to consider engineering and STEM careers.

Your Opportunity

- **Inspire students.** Student inventors do not have a chance to hear from many engineers. They will be inspired by hearing an SWE engineer speak about her love for engineering at a local Invention Convention event.
- **Inspire SWE Section member engineers.** Listening to a young female student inventor at an SWE Section event will inspire SWE engineers.

Your Obligation

- **Speak to students.** Speak at a local Invention Convention event and inspire students.
- **Coordinate.** SWE Sections will need to coordinate speakers for local events.
- **Invite students to speak.** Working with your local Invention Convention contact, invite young female student inventors to speak at your SWE Section or corporate sponsor events.

How to Get Started

1. **Fill out and submit the attached contact form.** We will research the best local Invention Convention Affiliate contact for you, given your interests, and make the connection.
2. **Connect with your local Invention Convention Affiliate contact,** start the conversation and decide on a course of action.
3. **Enjoy the fruits of your engagement** as you inspire future young women inventors.

Quick List

- Fill out and submit contact form.
- Connect with your local Invention Convention Affiliate contact.
- Invite a female inventor to speak at your SWE Section event.
- Volunteer to speak at an Invention Convention event.

Find out more at:

swe.org
inventionconvention.org/swe